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A tree frog's song 

drew blood from a whale 

on the ocean floor 

while a water nymph 

hoisted the Seine 

beyond Saint Omer 

A mute arrived singing 

wordlessly as loud as he could 

If not for Warnaviller 

they'd have drowned in the veins 

of the head of a wild boar 

 

Saine une balaine 

Ou fons de la mer 

& une seraine 

Si emportoit Saine 

Deseur Saint Omer 

Un muiau i vint chanter 

Sans mot dire a haute alaine 

Se ne fust Warnaviler 

Noié fuissent en le vaine 

D’une teste de sengler 
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An itch-mite’s left foot 

kicked at a lion 

so hard that it hurt 

The wick of a lamp 

grabbed at a lime 

who choked up with rage 

when a robber arraigned him 

But the beak of a greenfinch 

so completely undid them 

that the fluff of a gosling 

hauled all of Paris away 

 

Li piés d’un sueron 

Feri un lÿon 

Si k’il le navra 

La moule d’un jon 

A pris un limon 

Ki s’en courecha 

Mauvais laron le clama 

És vous le bech d’un frion 

Qui si bien les desmella 

Que la pene d’un oison 

Trestout Paris emporta 
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I saw the whole sea 

gathered on land 

to fight a tourney 

& a peas porridge 

mounted a cat 

to become our king 

when I-do-not-know-what 

took Calais & Saint-Omer 

& skewered them on a spit 

forcing them into retreat 

over Mont-Saint-Éloy 

 

Je vi toute mer 

Sur tere assambler 

Pour faire un tournoi 

& pois a piler 

Sur un chat monter 

Firent nostre roi 

Atant vint je ne sai quoi 

Qui Calais & Saint Omer 

Prist & mist en un espoi 

Si les a fait reculer 

Deseur le Mont Saint Eloi 
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A big smoked herring 

laid siege to Gisors 

from all sides at once 

& two dead soldiers 

doubled its forces 

by bringing a door 

If not for a stale pastry 

who rolled by shouting Begone 

the cry of a lifeless quail 

would've taken them by force 

underneath a felt hat   

 

Uns grans herens sors 

Eut assis Gisors 

D’une part & d’autre 

& .ii. homes mors 

Vinrent a esfors 

Portant une porte 

Ne fust une vielle torte 

Qui ala criant Ahors 

Li cris d’une quaille morte 

Les eüst pris a esfors 

Desous un capel de fautre 
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Some chicken fat 

chewed on a stew 

of Pont & Verberie 

A little cock’s beak 

with no resistance 

carried Normandy  

& a rotten apple 

who’d smashed with a mallet 

Paris & Rome & Syria 

cooked them in a fricassee 

none could eat without laughing 

 

Li cras d’un poulet 

Menja au brouet 

Pont & Verberie 

Li bés d’un coket 

Emportoit sans plet 

Toute Normendie 

& une pume pourie 

Qui a feru d’un maillet 

Paris & Romme & Surie 

Si en fist un gibelet 

Nus n’en menjut qui ne rie 
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Some mixed-up dice 

carried Saint Denis 

into Montdidier 

A red-legged partridge 

dragged Île-de-France 

over Saint-Riquier 

But the foot of a plover 

on the Senlis bell tower 

started shrieking so loud 

it completely shook up    

the Montpellier bourgeoisie 

 

Uns dés estourdis 

Portoit Saint Denis 

Parmi Mondidier 

Et une pertris 

Traïnoit Paris 

Deseur Saint Richier 

És vous le piét d’un plouvier 

Sur le clokier de Saint Lis 

Qui si haut prist a crier 

Quë il a tous estourdis 

Les bourgois de Monpellier 
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A giant catfish 

lured the Oise 

onto a mountaintop 

& a herring-barrel 

more than six feet tall 

hauled away Hautmont 

Up on Clermont castle 

a heap of coarse wool allots  

forty bushels of barley 

while one dried prune from Jouarre 

gets the whole world sloshed 

 

Une grant vendoise 

Entraïnoit Oise 

Deseure un haut mont 

& une viés moise 

Deseure une toise 

Emporta Hautmont 

Une espane de roönt 

.xl. muis de blé poise 

Sur le castel de Clermont 

Si c’une flestre jorroise 

En söoula tout le mont 
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Fourteen old bridles 

carried big branches  

just to do battle 

against two dwarves 

who held in their hands 

the mouth of a forge 

& they got the upper hand  

when they strewed all around them 

half-burnt lumps of charcoal 

& so scorched all their fingers 

on a gate-tower's pommel 

 

Quatorze viés frains 

Aporterent rains 

Pour faire un estour 

Encontre .ii. nains 

Qui eurent es mains 

La bouce d’un four 

Si en eurent le millour 

Pour çou que carbons estains 

Leur geterent tout entour 

Si k’il eurent ars les mains 

Sur le pumel d’une tour 
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A ruddy fish head 

got up in the night 

to knead some dough 

& then a crow 

stole the bread basket 

Everything went crazy 

because nineteen beehives 

rushed to see this wonder  

They would have all come to blows 

but just then a chaloreille 

drove them apart with a stick 

 

Li chiés d’une trelle 

Par nuit se resvelle 

Pour pestrir pastés 

& une corneille 

Prist une corbelle 

Ce fu foletés 

Car .x. & .ix. vaissiaus d’és 

Coururent a la mervelle 

Ja i eüst cox donnés 

Quant une chaloreille 

D’un baston les a sevrés 
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A balding hair-shirt 

got into his head 

to take up the law 

until a cherry 

got up in his face 

with injurious torts 

If not for a rusty spoon 

who'd started to breathe again 

& brought along a fishpond 

all the water of the Thames 

would’ve debouched in a sieve 

 

Une viés kemise 

Eut s’entente mise 

A savoir plaidier 

& une cerise 

S’est devant li mise 

Pour li laidengier 

Ne fust une viés cuillier 

Qui s’alaine avoit reprise 

S’i aportoit un vivier 

Toute l’iauwe de Tamise 

Fust entree en un panier 
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Gournay & Ressons 

both came to Soissons 

to capture Boulogne 

& three dead horseflies 

ate up all the French 

in three anchovy flans 

Auxerrois then ran up 

a clay pot on each foot 

chasing Chalons & Blois 

to Mons in Hainaut 

by way of Orleans 

 

Gornais & Ressons 

Vinrent a Soissons 

Prendre Boulenois 

& troi mort taöns 

Parmi .iii. flaöns 

Mengierent François 

Atant i vint Aucerrois 

Acourant en .ii. poçons 

Si que Chaälons & Blois 

S’enfuïrent dusk’a Mons 

En Henau par Orelois 

       1.11 

 

 

 



The Fatrasie of Philippe de Remi  

profile by Ted Byrne  

 The poems known as fatrasies, and in their later iteration as fatras, have 

survived in a very small number. The earliest fatrasie, as is now reasonably well 

established, was written by Philippe de Remi, Sire de Beaumanoir. He is now most 

often referred to as Philippe de Remi, rather than Beaumanoir, to distinguish him 

from his son, the famous jurist, to whom his poetic works were earlier attributed. This 

shift in attribution allowed for the dating of the work to approximately 1259, when 

Remi was in Arras, as chevalier to the court of the Comtesse d’Artois, thus giving it 

precedence over the anonymous Fatrasies d’Arras, previously considered the first 

example of the form. Remi was a master of verbal art, and it is satisfying to know, at 

least with reasonable certainty, that he invented the fatrasie. In addition to the two 

works already mentioned, which add up to sixty-six eleven-line strophes, examples of 

the fatrasie, in its undegenerated form – the fatrasie impossible – are found in the early 

14th century Fatras de Watriquet, a collection of thirty fatras written by the trouvère 

Watriquet de Couvin. There are a few other scattered fatras, two of which are found 

in the Roman de Fauvel. After the early 13th century, the form persisted for a couple of 

centuries, until at least the era of the Grands Rhétoriqueurs, but mostly in the 

degenerate form of the fatrasie possible. The very mark of the fatrasie was impossibility, 

or nonsens absolu – a term coined by Paul Zumthor to distinguish the fatrasie from the 

related nonsens relatif of the resverie. 

 The term fatrasie, which is used as a descriptive term at the end of one 

manuscript, may be a reference to the content of these poems rather than a 

naming of the form. Etymologically the term is most often seen to derive from 

the Latin word farcire, to stuff, the origin of the term farce. An argument has 

also been made for derivation from phantasia, phantasma. 

 The fatrasies were more or less ignored from the 15th century forward, at least 



until the 19th century, with their inclusion in the collections put together by Achille 

Jubinal, and in the first editions of the works of Philippe de Remi and Watriquet 

Couvin. However, they were virtually buried in those contexts, and in some cases 

accompanied by apologies for their irrationality and vulgarity. They were first brought 

to the attention of a more receptive era by Georges Bataille, who translated a few 

samples that were published in the sixth issue of La Révolution Surréaliste, and 

subsequently kept alive by the occasional interest of other avant-gardists, such as 

Albert-Marie Schmidt, one of the founders of Oulipo, and of the anthologists Paul 

Eluard and Robert Benayoun. The fatrasies are often portrayed as kind of surrealism 

avant la lettre, or a plagiat par anticipation of Oulipo. In addition to a surge of scholarly 

interest on the part of medievalists, beginning in the fifties, the fatrasies have also 

drawn the attention of theorists as diverse as Mikail Bakhtin and Groupe µ. 

 Philippe de Remi’s fatrasie differs from the Fatrasies d’Arras, and the later 

fatras, by a noticeable absence of vulgarity and irreverence. Such vulgarity, and the 

elements of charivari, add to the pleasure that these poems produce for a modern 

sensibility, and constitute one of the ‘procedures’ employed by the fatrasier. To give 

an example, here is our translation of one strophe from the Fatrasies d’Arras – the same 

strophe that was translated by Bataille: 

The sound of a horn 

ate with verjuice 

a thunderclap’s heart 

while a dead salmon 

caught in a bird trap 

the path of a star 

A rye seed was marching on air 

when the bark of a pickerel 

& the stump of a hank 



Found a fart fucking  

& chopped off its ear 

 Perhaps this absence of vulgarity marks a difference in sensibility on 

the part of Remi, although it would not appear to be a difference related solely 

to class, as the poetic workshops of Arras freely admitted both the nobility and 

the bourgeoisie, the trouveres and the jongleurs. In addition to which, the 

underbelly of fin amors, the debasement of love, and often of women, is not 

absent from the supposedly ‘high art’ of the troubadours, from the Chanson 

des deux cavales of Guillaume d’Aquitaine to Arnaut Daniel’s Pois Raimons e’N 

Trucs Malecs – the “affaire Cornilh” taken up by Lacan in Séminaire VII, and by 

Agamben in “Corn: From Anatomy to Poetics”. The other main characteristics 

of the genre are not absent from Remi, and in fact were first established by 

him.  

 It is usually accepted, although not uncontested, that the eleven 

stanzas of Remi’s fatrasie, constitute one poem, and that each stanza is not a 

poem on its own. Formally, each stanza consists of eleven lines, with a double 

tercet of pentasyllabic lines, rhyming aab aab, and a quintil of five heptasyllabic 

lines, rhyming babab. This form is strictly adhered to. To make the form 

clearly understood, here is the Old French text of the first strophe: 

Li chan d’une raine 

Saine une balaine 

Ou fons de la mer 

& une seraine 

Si emportoit Saine 

Deseur Saint Omer 

Uns muiau i vint chanter 



Sans mot dire a haute alaine 

Se ne fust Warnaviler 

Noié fuissent en le vaine 

D’une teste de sengler 

 As can be seen from this example, part of the charm and complexity 

of the fatrasic stanza is to be found in the shift from a sing-song, almost nursery 

rhyme rhythm in the sestet to a more complex rhythm in the quintet. It would 

be marvelous to hear, or at least to know how these stanzas were presented. It 

could be that the first part was sung and the second spoken (dit). Or both parts 

could have been sung, perhaps with different performers and different 

instrumentation. It can also be seen here that Remi was a master of internal 

rhyme – chan / raine, saine / balaine, deseur / Omer – something that 

distinguished the art of his reserveries, or oiseuses, from that of other trouveres.  

 The procedures used in the fatrasies have been studied exhaustively, in 

particular by Paul Zumthor and his students. We will mention only the two 

most salient. The first, of course, is impossibility, or the incompossibility of 

subject, action and object. A frog’s song can’t bleed a whale, especially not at 

the bottom of the sea. A siren can’t carry a river over a mountain, and a mute 

can’t sing, especially not in a loud voice, and so on. The unsense of the poem 

results from these ruptures which occur in an otherwise grammatically correct 

discourse. The second is what Porter refers to as démembrement – the separation 

of a part from its whole – not a frog, but the song of a frog. In addition, there 

is a whole range of impossible attributes and powers, a large population of 

familiar animals busy with human, or superhuman activity, and a large 

number of places and abstractions provided with similar agency. 



 We have not approached this project as medievalists, or scholars of 

Old French, which we are not, but as poets. We were initially astonished by 

the very existence of these poems and the fact of their neglect. They have never 

been translated into English. Our first source was Lambert C. Porter’s 

admirable edition of 1960 (La fatrasie et le fatras), with its lengthy 

introductions. Subsequent scholarship has supplemented, and to some extent 

corrected that work. We have relied heavily on this scholarship, including the 

work of Paul Zumthor, Patrice Uhl, Martijn Rus, Giovanna Angeli, Pierre Bec, 

Marie-Françoise Notz and Bettina Full, among others. Our intention has been 

to make readable English versions with as much poetic value as we can manage 

without losing anything of the marvelous unsense, the impossibility and 

incompossibility that make this poem so astonishing. With this intention, 

there could be no concerted attempt on our part to replicate the formal aspects 

of the poem, except for some adherence to the syllable count, and the 

acceptance of whatever rhymes and polysemy were possible without significant 

loss of content.  

 

 

 


